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Attack the app
Accountants and advisers 
outline the steps to build 
your knowledge – and use – 
of myriad accounting apps

The big winners 
from the Accounting 
Excellence Awards

Nearly 13,000 votes were cast across the tech-focused categories at the 2019 
Accounting Excellence Awards, with a surprise winner of the Small Business 
Accounting Software Award: Capium fought off the might of Xero to scoop the 
prize. Positive response from practitioners to its all-in-one cloud bookkeeping/
practice suite saw it home.

The Mid-market and Enterprise Accounting Software category saw 
traditional on-premise tech houses taking on cloud-based systems. While Sage 
Enterprise Cloud had a good showing, the winner picked up the award it had 
scooped a year earlier: AccountsIQ.

The Data and Expenses Management Software Award had been hotly 
contested between Receipt Bank and AutoEntry; however, Xero Expenses 
picked up this year’s award. 

BTCSoftware were the big winners of the night in the tech categories, 
walking away with three awards: Professional Tax Software (jointly with 
GoSimpleTax), Accounts Production software, and Practice Suite.

“All our finalists can rest assured that nomination in the Accounting 
Excellence Awards truly shows they and their products are hitting the right 
notes with our audience,” said AccountingWeb editor Tom Herbert.

The practice awards saw flinder pick up three awards, while Large Firm 
of the Year went to Crunch. Farnell Clarke won Medium Firm of the Year and 
Next Level Business won Small Firm of the Year. Rebecca Benneyworth was 
awarded the Outstanding Contribution Award.

The winners tech it all
A glittering night at the Brewery in central London saw awards dished out to practices and software 
companies in the 2019 Accounting Excellence Awards

The winners
Software Awards
Small business accounting 
software Capium

Mid-market and enterprise 
accounting software AccountsIQ

Payroll software The Payroll Site

Data and expenses management 
software Xero Expenses

Professional tax software 
GoSimpleTax and BTCSoftware

Accounts production software
BTCSoftware

Practice management and CRM 
software Senta

Practice suite BTCSoftware

Forecasting, planning and 
analysis software Float

Cloud apps - non-core 
accounting software Chaser

Banking app Countingup

Practice awards
Small Firm of the Year  
Next Level Business

Medium Firm of the Year
Farnell Clarke

Large Firm of the Year Crunch

New Firm of the Year flinder

Fast-track Firm of the Year 
flinder

Innovative Firm of the Year flinder

Specialist Team of the Year
Pell Artists

Client Service Award Green and Co

Investing in People Award
Seymour Taylor

Practice Pioneer of the Year
Daniel Crowther (Thorne Widgery)

Software Pioneer of the Year 
– supported by Convertr Ollie 
Maitland (Capitalise)



While we hear of many practitioners who have moved their working lives 
onto the cloud, many others are feeling their way in that direction as the 
reality hits home that MTD for VAT is merely the firing pistol for small 
businesses to require robust, accurate and digital information. 

The major cloud accounting platform providers Xero, QuickBooks and 
to an extent, Sage, now have large and diverse ecosystems of ancillary 
products and services being created.

There are literally hundreds of apps on the major online marketplaces, 
and these are helping fill in the gaps for data collection, statutory filing, 
information sharing between client and accountant, as well as management 
reporting and analysis. Some apps are more focused on capturing 
information from the client, some help move information across to the 
practitioner, while some are practice-oriented. But, as such, navigation for 
newcomers can be intimidating, even bewildering.

“With hundreds of apps on the market we try to feel our way along,” 
says Wood and Disney director Brendon Howlett.

It makes sense for those looking to take those first steps on the road 
to cloud-based and digitally driven ways of working to find quick wins. 
Building momentum is vital.

Bridging the technology gap
There are different types of approaches and strategy to building a ‘stack of 
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Get the knack of apps
There may be a wealth of technology platforms and apps to choose from, but where does a practitioner 
start? Kevin Reed speaks to experts about preparing yourself to dive into the vast online marketplaces

apps’. As such, some consultants are looking to bridge the gap between 
the accountant and the technology – acting as tech advisers and supporting 
implementation.

Matt Flanagan has long served in the integration and implementation 
industry, alongside transitioning clients to working in the cloud. This year he 
co-founded Appacus, which helps firms build an approach to not only using 
apps but advising their own clients on which apps to use.

He sees accountants as being strongly focused on financial control, and 
helping their clients do the same. There are several key elements to this, 
for example cash visibility, or expenses management. This should be the 
focus for your first forays into the app marketplace. But it does require an 
attitudinal shift for many practitioners, particularly where their key offering 
is focused only on filing tax returns or accounts on the client’s behalf.

“You probably haven’t spoken to your client about expenses as you’re 
used to them sending over their paper-clipped receipts – they don’t know 
there are better solutions out there,” says Flanagan. “So pick four or five 
core apps that will build you that ‘finance function as a service’.

“SMEs are crying out for help with getting paid quicker, having more 
cash visibility and modelling, alongside payroll and expenses – but they 
don’t perceive their accountant as being able to help them with these.”

Focus on your core
Will Farnell, founder of award-winning practice Farnell Clarke (see back 
page for more details) and author of The Digital Firm, is also working with 
other practices to help them navigate the myriad apps.

He sees the core stack of apps as being fundamental: “These should 
apply to every client: general ledger; credit control and so on. We used 
these apps ourselves before putting them in front of clients.”

Some practitioners may point to the MTD bridging technology option 
as a sign that change doesn’t need to happen overnight. However, 
Farnell points out that you have “an obligation to help clients run better 
businesses”.

“And as tech affects everyone, can help you both work smarter, and 
help you to deliver a better client experience while being more efficient, we 
should tell clients what they should be doing,” he says.

Face up to learning
Getting going is hard because there aren’t many shortcuts. Some learning 
is required of how the apps work, in tandem with thinking hard about how 
you want your practice to operate – and whether that fits with the needs of 
either your existing clients or new ones you want to on-board.

“I relied heavily on getting to the conferences and exhibitions like 
Xerocon and Accountex,” says The Numbers Business author and former 
practice owner Della Hudson.

“I’d go through the exhibitor list and mark off who I wanted to see, 
discover there were far too many and then prioritise. Reasons for my 
enquiries would be something looked new, or I had an immediate need. 
With the latter I’d try and speak to someone at the stand who knew what 
they were talking about and would listen to my questions.”
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Hudson also spoke to accounting peers about what they were using, 
and why. “You’d want to really understand from them why something 
worked – or didn’t – and then contextualise it for your own situation.”

Prepare to change
A key element of introducing apps is that they will inevitably change the 
way you work, and how clients interact with you and your team. This is 
the whole point, of course, to improve data collection, help the client have 
better financial visibility or drive efficiencies for both parties. But new 
processes and workflows require respect.

“You’re often not just bridging a gap between two existing processes, 
you’re changing them,” explains Hudson.

“You’re changing a process and the app is just a part of it. Prior to 
using [expenses management technology] Receipt Bank, our bookkeepers 
would work through one client at a time. But with Receipt Bank they could 
get all the scanning done for clients, then editing and publishing and then 
all the bank reconciliations – so they started working by process rather 
than client-by-client.”

Appacus’s Matt Flanagan adds: “We find that firms go to Accountex, 
Xerocon and become aware of apps. And then they go and get an app and 
do some training and build knowledge. However, they don’t go through the 
process of implementing it properly process-wise and how it fits into their 
commercial models.”

Will Farnell admits that his firm previously “jumped in too early” 
without having the basics right. For his firm that meant getting clients into 
the cloud, “using tech to sort out the input and output processes”, and 
then other areas with the biggest impact: namely credit control and cash 
management.

Disney and Woods’s Howlett concurs: “We had the challenge of getting 
clients into the cloud and on the right platform and then get the information 
up to date… Once that’s done you can then get the apps involved. We’ve 
seen clients be more open once they get started; certainly new clients as 
opposed to legacy clients.”

Creating an app culture
Once up and running, what do practices have to do to maintain their 

Kevin Reed is a freelance journalist and former editor of 
Accountancy Age

knowledge? Building a culture where app knowledge is vital to continued 
success for your practice and its people is key, says Will Farnell. It then 
become an explicit part of their roles. 

“We have people who, as part of their business development, look at 
what’s going on in the app marketplace,” he says. “We send people to the 
shows and conferences to find out what’s going on. It’s an investment into 
clarifying for our team that it’s more than just a platform.”

Wood and Disney have appointed an ‘apps champion’, who collates 
app information centrally for the practice, and information can then be 
pushed out to clients. “Going forward, the apps solve a problem today but 
then what about something else coming along? It’s constantly evolving,” 
says Brendon Howlett.

“Your days are numbered if you don’t get your head around this.”
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